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Retail properties

EDITORIAL

building costs

onstruction in Germany is becoming more and more
expensive – for many reasons. Proliferating legal requirements are increasing building costs without really
adding value to properties. The standardisation of building processes could deliver cost benefits, but it is unpopular. And different building codes for each of the 16 German states make the
already lengthy approval process even more complicated for project developers. All of these arguments carry weight. As a property asset manager and trustee for the savings of many private
investors, as well as the capital of institutional investors, Union
Investment must deal above all with the negative consequences
of rising construction costs – and find ways to cushion them.
First, the facts: the German Federal Statistical Office reports
that construction costs for new office buildings rose by 4.7 percent in Q4 of 2018 compared with the same period in the previous year. Costs for commercial buildings were up by 4.8 percent. Only 2007 saw higher percentage increases. Moreover, a
glance at statistics also shows that price increases have accelerated. There seem to be few signs that the trend is weakening.
Because it is also indisputable that the German construction
sector is being stretched to its limits. In November 2018, building firms had contracts totalling €6.4 billion, nearly 14 percent
more than in the same month in 2017 – and the highest level
of orders received in a November for the last 25 years. So how
does this affect Germany’s real estate market? High construction
costs are coming at a time of enormously high prices – fuelled
by high demand, low inventory and extremely low interest rates.
And even though for the time being the domestic economy is in
good shape, businesses are expanding and rents for offices,
warehouses and production facilities have been rising – yields
cannot entirely keep pace with the price increases.
While buyers of finished, fully leased new buildings can make
their purchase decisions based on existing information about the
asking price and rental income, the situation is significantly more
complicated with development projects. On the one hand, real
estate asset managers looking to acquire properties with acceptable yields in Germany are increasingly purchasing them in an
early project phase. On the other hand, unpredictable rises in
construction costs make it difficult to accurately calculate project
acquisitions. Investors are joining construction projects earlier
and earlier, sometimes years before completion, which certainly
adds to the risks. For that reason, investors need to keep an eye
on rising construction costs, especially when acquiring projects.
The closer and more trusting the relationship with the project

developer – and, further down the line, with the tenant – the
greater the chances of managing the situation and taking action.
This begins in the medium term by setting fixed prices and fees
in construction and planning framework agreements – of the
kind we regularly use for tenant improvements. For major construction projects in Germany and abroad, however, this also means reviewing alternative tendering and planning processes and
customising them to individual projects. This could include cost

Martin J. Brühl is the CIO and Member of the Management
Board at Union Investment Real Estate GmbH in Hamburg.

and fee models, partnering, separate tendering for each trade or
package contract, and of course a traditional main contract agreed with the general contractor including a guaranteed maximum price. We believe it is essential to involve the construction
companies early in the planning process. Our experience has
shown that this significantly reduces the risk of additional charges at project end. A high level of transparency about contracted
services builds trust for both client and contractor – the prerequisite for building long-term strategic partnerships between
contractors and owners that last beyond economic cycles. Finally,
being open to new ideas pays off: more cost-effective, high-quality building materials, for example, or modular construction methods, or hybrid buildings made of wood and concrete. Combining
these approaches can successfully keep building costs down – to
the benefit of all partners.

Best regards,
Martin J. Brühl
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Location with radiant power: Berlin is attractive to both young talent and companies. In spite of its
current lack of space, the city is
experiencing fast economic
growth and is radically changing
its look – in vibrant City West,
for example. Pictured at right:
the Monkey Bar at 25hours Hotel
Bikini Berlin and its view of the
famed spire of the Gedächtniskirche.

Riding

the

cycle

In spite of respectable investment and letting figures, the future of
Photo: Paul Langrock/Zenit/laif

international office property markets is riddled with questions, if only due to
geopolitical imponderables. The art of active asset management is more important
than ever before. By Christian Hunziker
4
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“Investors are increasingly concerned
with the question of what will happen to
their properties if the economy slows
and the growth in rents weakens.”
Sabine Barthauer, Member of the Board of
Managing Directors at Deutsche Hypo

P

otsdamer Strasse isn’t one of Berlin’s top tourist attractions. But the street, located to the west of the city centre, has been experiencing a remarkable boom over the
past few years. Prestigious design and clothing shops, along with
popular restaurants, are attracting a new clientele to the previously
rundown neighbourhood. And now a building ensemble that has
seen better days is being refurbished: Pecan Development is giving
a former Commerzbank location a facelift and adding new space as
part of a development project funded by international investors. A
total of 27,000 square metres of office space will be marketed under
the name “Im Wirtschaftswunder”, a sly reference to Germany’s economic miracle.
By revitalising the office location, the project developer is providing one possible answer to the question currently niggling at every
asset manager: in light of the very late stage of the market cycle and

Office space in demand by square metres
Empty office spaces and those new to the market in European
metropolitan areas in square metres; 51 percent of the office space in
development projects are pre-let
Available new supply 2019

Vacant space end of 2018 (forecast)
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Great uncertainty

Beds instead of offices: for its first
location in Germany, the Spanish
hotel chain Riu converted the
former Philips office building at
the corner of Kleiststrasse and Martin-Luther-Strasse in the Schöneberg
district of Berlin into a 300-bed
hotel. The Riu Plaza Berlin opened
in 2015.

On the other hand, there are increasing signs that the boom may be
coming to an end. The major stock indexes experienced considerable losses in late 2018, not least due to uncertainty about the impending Brexit. The OECD (Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development) has reduced its growth forecast for the world economy and also for Germany. The German real estate climate index of
Deutsche Hypo, which finances commercial real estate, accordingly
ran out of steam in December 2018, falling to its lowest level in more
than six years.
Add to that the uncertainty about interest rates. A rate increase
seemed to be edging closer after the European Central Bank (ECB)
announced it would allow its bond buying programme to end. But
experts are no longer all that sure. For example, the German Economic Institute (IW Cologne) expects that, even if the ECB abandons
its expansive monetary policy, interest rates will rise to just 1.3 percent by 2025.

Are we close to the zenith?
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Source: Savills Briefing Note “European Offices”, October 2018
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What does it all mean? “We are probably very close to the absolute zenith of the real estate cycle,” says Sabine Barthauer, Member of the Board of Managing Directors at Deutsche Hypo. She
observes that investors “are increasingly concerned with the question of what will happen to their properties if the economy slows
and the growth in rents weakens.” Where office buildings are
concerned, says Barthauer, institutional investors are therefore
increasingly focused on the primary German cities and largest
secondary cities, where they expect to see rising or at least stable values.
▶

Photos: Deutsche Hypo, Riu Hotel

Paris, La Défense
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all the political and economic imponderables, how can they responsibly invest the money entrusted to them? It’s hard to answer that
question because the signals are very different. On the one hand,
the European office property market enjoyed another outstanding
year in 2018. Office rents all over Europe have been rising for eight
quarters, as calculated by the Cushman & Wakefield consulting group.
In spite of the macroeconomic risks, the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors believes the European real estate market is still on
track for success. And the Real Estate Investor Survey of the auditing
firm PwC shows that investors are still optimistic about the German
real estate market.
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A survey of investors operating in Germany by Engel & Völkers Investment Consulting paints a somewhat different picture. It found
that only 38 percent of investors plan to invest more in the top seven cities. In contrast, 48 percent of investors plan to intensify their
commitment to the larger secondary cities, while 52 percent have an
eye on areas surrounding the major cities. Philip La Pierre, Head of
Continental Europe at LaSalle Investment Management, is particularly interested in “locations around the classic central business districts (CBDs) which have good connections to public transport.” La
Pierre believes there is room for upward movement by rents. “That’s
why we prefer to invest a bit more there so we can generate much
higher rents following refurbishment. A tear-down followed by new
construction is also an option in locations of this kind.”

After complete modernisation and expansion,
Real I.S. let the office
high-rise at Wilhelminakade 123 in Rotterdam (above) to KPN under a long-term lease.
Rent24 operates a
coworking space with
over 7,200 square metres of office and event
space at Oberwallstrasse 6 in Berlin (right).

8
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Opportunities offered by refurbishment

Investors are taking preventative action
Measures that fund investors are taking to prepare for a potential
market correction*
Using the current favourable
market environment to
streamline their portfolio

27

Only purchasing
properties with
long-term leases

27

Long-term fixed
interest rates
Interest rate swaps

87

0

0%
* Multiple answers possible
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40%

60%

80%
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Source: Intreal, October 2018

Many asset managers – not just at the “Im Wirtschaftswunder” project in Berlin – are following a bottom-up strategy of this kind. For
example, Union Investment is considering construction work on the
dings – as seen in the Bürostadt Niederrad project in Frankfurt am
Le Président office building on Avenue Louise in Brussels. “It’s an
Main several years ago – is now less important. If there is to be a
older single-tenant building that is past its prime, 6,200 square mechange in how an office building is used, says Sabine Barthauer,
tres in size, and its lease will probably expire in 2020,” says Volker
Member of the Board of Managing Directors at Deutsche Hypo, the
end result tends to be halls of residence for students or a hotel.
Noack, Member of the Management Board at Union Investment
Real Estate GmbH. The plan is to do more than just modernise the
existing space, and to also expand the lettable area by as much as
Longer or shorter leases?
2,000 square metres. “This will considerably increase rent yields and
Overall conditions won’t change anytime soon, according to Matthitherefore the value of the property,” says Noack, who stresses that
as Pink, Head of Research Germany at the real estate consultancy
“a project of this kind requires active, creative asset management”
Savills. “It doesn’t appear that office rents will decrease in 2019 and
(see interview on page 11).
2020,” he says. Marcus Lemli, Head of Investment Europe at Savills,
However, this will pay off only if there is sufficient demand by
also expects growing demand for high-quality office space. At the
wealthy tenants seeking office space. The question that is often heard
same time, Lemli and Pink warn that an economic downturn is posis therefore “What will the effect on rents be if we invest a specific
sible. They consider the risk of a recession to be greater than the risk
amount of money?” For fund service provider Real I.S. the answer
of an interest rate rebound, because market participants are better
prepared for interest rates to change.
to this question turned out to be a positive one for the project in
Rotterdam. It modernised an office building at Wilhelminakade 123
Long-term investors are also well aware of the potential hazards.
there, expanding it by 2,800 square metres. “Refurbishment has a
“If the economy weakens, the shortage of office space may ease sovery important role to play in active asset management
mewhat,” says Brigitte Walter of Real I.S.
and helps increase rental income,” says Brigitte Walter,
According to LaSalle Investment ManageMember of the Board of Management at Real I.S.
ment, “Europe still has some good years
The increased importance of portfolio optimisation
ahead of it. But at some point the market
will turn. Therefore we have to do our best
is also related to the trend on the land market. “Land
to orient our properties to a possible weahas become so expensive that adding upper floors to
of investors surveyed by E&V want
kening.” It is thus important “to work on
buildings, building on open areas and refurbishment
to invest in Germany’s “Big Sevthe yield side.”
can all be used to tap the potential for rentals, thereby
en”, while investments in the areas
What lease term will optimise yields?
earning higher yields than by investing in new builds,”
around major cities are planned by
says Michael Schneider, Managing Director of ServiceThere’s no one answer to that question,
KVG Intreal.
says Brigitte Walter of Real I.S. At the office
tower in Rotterdam, for example, Real I.S.
In contrast, given the heavy demand for office space,
extended the lease with KPN, a telepho- ▶
the conversion of office buildings into residential buil-

38%
52%
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“Refurbishment has a very important
role to play in active asset management
and helps increase rental income.”
Brigitte Walter, Member of the Board of
Management at Real I.S.

“Looking at the actual asset”
There is considerable debate at present about how to view leases
with coworking providers such as Wework, Spaces and Rent24, which
have long been expanding. Currently, there is tremendous interest
among investors in any event. In the EY Real Estate “Trendbarometer 2019”, 91 percent of real estate firms surveyed agreed that digitisation would lead to a greater focus on investment in coworking
spaces in the future.
The background to this assumption is the fact that digitisation
makes flexible forms of work easier. Coworking spaces also have the
advantage of being available to companies that need space in the
short term and would otherwise not be able to find it on the regular
office market due to low vacancy rates. However, companies that let
office space must also be aware of the risks involved, says John Kamphorst, Member of the Board at Engel & Völkers Investment Consulting. If demand at a location falls, it may no longer be profitable.
Many owners are also critical of having coworking providers as the
sole tenants of their properties.

Attractive additional services
Volker Noack of Union Investment points out another aspect: “Coworking operators earn higher per-metre rents than we do. So it’s worth
thinking about what attractive additional services we can offer that
will allow us to share in the higher income.” For that reason, Union
Investment added conference rooms, a mobile Starbucks and a lounge
to one floor of an office building in Chicago as requested by the tenant, in order to create a working and meeting environment that
would enhance communication.
Asset managers must never forget that a property will be bought
and also sold. It is precisely in the current market phase of high pri-

10
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ces that people must “look very carefully when buying and closely
examine factors such as location quality and the potential for use by
third parties,” says Brigitte Walter, Member of the Board of Management at Real I.S. “In other words, you must always look at the actual asset.” Or, as Michael Schneider of Intreal puts it, “The role of the
manager who knows how to handle real estate has become more
important.”
•

Volker Noack, Member of the Management Board at Union Investment Real Estate GmbH, discusses the
best lease term for the current market phase and when refurbishments pay off
Mr Noack, you’re currently considering a
complete refurbishment for an office
building in Brussels. Does the possibility of
creating additional rental space play a
major role in that?
That’s only one of several aspects.
Particularly in this market cycle, new space
offers the opportunity to charge higher
rents. But it depends on the individual case.
Increasing the space was not the decisive
factor for Emporio in Hamburg, which we
completely modernised from 2009 to 2012.
The main thing was to turn a structure from
the 1960's into a green building oriented
to the future. We believe that this
orientation to sustainability, combined with
a high level of quality, offers investors
steadier earnings over the long term.

Union Investment acquired
the South Wacker office building – which has LEED Platinum certification – as a new
build in 2005 and has continued to develop it ever since.

Photos: Real IS, Union Investment/Ralph Richter, Union Investment/Urban Zintel

ne company, by 20 years. “If the term of the lease had been any
shorter, the major investments we made at the tenant’s request would
not have paid off,” explains Brigitte Walter. Things are different “at
locations offering the potential for rent increases. That’s where we
prefer shorter leases.”
Other investors are following exactly the same strategy, although
a survey of its fund partners by Service-KVG Intreal suggested that
there has actually been a slight shift. Still, 27 percent of survey respondents stated that they buy only buildings with long-term leases.
“That percentage would presumably have been much lower two years ago,” says Intreal Managing Director Michael Schneider. “Many
market participants have become more cautious because they consider a downturn to be a possibility in coming years.”

“Five-year leases help when the cycle
comes to an end”

How important is the approach of turning a
single-tenant property into a multi-tenant
property?
When buying a building, we check whether
it can also be let to multiple users. Emporio
is also a good example of this, since our
aim was to make ourselves independent of
a single major tenant.
What effect do users’ changing requirements have?
That is the subject of heated debate at
present. Tenants’ wishes for new worlds of
work aren’t making themselves felt all that
strongly, at least right here and right now.
Still, companies’ intention to make
themselves attractive to young, talented
employees with high expectations is a
major driver. It isn’t just IT-related

companies that hope to recruit young
talent and want to create the necessary
ambience for that.
What are the barriers to remodelling?
The main thing to remember is the
restrictions imposed by planning and
monument protection laws. If you’re
planning to remodel, you must always
request a meeting with local representatives, although coordination of this kind isn’t
always easy. Pollutants in older buildings
can also be an issue. And if you’re working
on only part of the building, it’s a challenge
to keep tenants’ businesses up and running
during construction work.
How long do you think a lease for an office
building should be?
We have enough experience to know that
the cycle may end abruptly when it does

Volker Noack, Member of the Management Board, is responsible for Real Estate
Asset Management.

come to an end. We are trying to get
five-year leases to smooth out any
upcoming rough patches. Ten-year leases
used to be fairly common, but now they’re
used only for new builds or project
development and tend to be an exception
when renewing leases. In our opinion, the
cycle for office properties will last for
another one or two years. That’s why we’re
not following the full risk curve and prefer
to renew expiring leases – sometimes in
advance – for longer terms when we can.
Has the time come to bid farewell to some
properties in certain markets?
We’re a long-term portfolio holder and
want to keep our properties for longer than
one cycle. However, in the past few years
we’ve taken the opportunity offered by
advantageous market scenarios to sell
buildings that we don’t want to keep in our
portfolio over the long term. At 98 percent
occupancy for our German office properties, all signs naturally point to “hold” at
present.
How important is cooperation between
asset managers and investment managers?
Decisions are taken in the investment-asset-fund management triangle, with the
fund manager specifying the strategy for
each of his properties. The goal of asset
management is to do the best possible job
of tailoring the length of leases to the
timing of a sale as planned by fund
management.
Interview by Christian Hunziker.
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MARKETS
product, launched in 1959 by Internationales Immobilien-Institut
GmbH as iii-Fund no. 1, has obviously lost none of its vitality. Quite
the contrary. It has emerged from the crises of previous decades stronger than ever – especially the global financial market crisis of 2008,
when a large number of primarily institutional investors withdrew
large sums of money from open-ended real estate funds at the same
time. This caused liquidity issues that required some of them to temporarily suspend the redemption of fund units. Not all of them got
back on their feet in the years that followed.
However, those who mastered the crisis learned valuable lessons
from it – not least because of requirements and guidance from regulatory changes made by German lawmakers. These include this clear
separation of funds for private and institutional investors, the introduction of minimum holding and notice periods as well as the proactive control of inflows by investment management companies themselves, which meanwhile proactively allocate multiples of reissued
fund units.

Mooring lines have proven effective for
docking ships; so have open-ended real
estate funds for investing capital.

Valuation discipline has proved to be successful

Anchor of stability
and is enjoying renewed popularity thanks to its
power to evolve yet stick with the tried-and-true.
By Anne Wiktorin

G

ermany's investors like to play it safe: out of the good
€23 billion in net savings they entrusted to open-ended
retail funds between January and November 2018, nearly €6 billion flowed into open-ended retail real estate funds. Equity funds – which, with a 36 percent share of the €3 trillion making
up the total assets of all the German open-ended retail funds, are
still the most popular investment vehicle for private investors – only
managed to post just under €2 billion. Only mixed funds, which distribute the capital among several investment and risk classes including stocks, fixed interest securities, precious metals and real estate,
delivered better performance. They were the absolute peak performers for German investors with net inflows of €21 billion in the first
nine months of last year.
The real estate fund sector may take the preliminary balance
sheet for financial year 2018 as a vote of confidence and confirmation of its direction. Indeed, the total assets in open-ended retail real
estate funds have climbed significantly since 2014 and are currently
at a record level of nearly €100 billion. In addition, institutional in-

12
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for investors
vestors like insurers and pension funds are delivering impressive growth
figures for the industry. Over the last 10 years, the net asset value of
open-ended retail funds for institutional investors has quadrupled to
€86 billion currently and thus is not far behind the total assets in the
sector’s retail funds (see graphic).
Good news, then, for the beginning of the year in which the German open-ended real estate fund is celebrating its 60th birthday. The

„The previous buy-and-hold
strategy has meanwhile
given way to very active
management.“
Reinhard Kutscher,
Chairman of the
Management Board at Union
Investment Real Estate GmbH

Photo: Getty Images/ Rosa María Fernández Rz, Univon Investment/ Ulrich Schaarschmidt

The open-ended real estate fund is turning 60 –

In particular, a great deal has changed in the investment and management strategy of real estate investment companies over the last ten
years. “The previous buy-and-hold strategy has meanwhile given way
to very active management,” says Reinhard Kutscher, Chairman of the
Management Board at Union Investment Real Estate GmbH. For example, the average age of all the properties in Union Investment’s
open-ended real estate funds is just slightly over twelve years old,
impressive evidence of an accelerated, but above all consistent approach to acquisition and sales management. “Portfolio analysis has
become a constant, ongoing process,” explains Kutscher. Aspects such
as the sustainable profitability of a property are taken into consideration along with its position in the typical property lifecycle and the
results of the individual regional market activity analysis.
“In addition, the industry has recently made a major effort to establish sensible risk management strategies suited to real estate investment and to implement appropriate tools,” emphasizes Kutscher.
“Our industry will continue to pursue this objective in the coming
years very systematically.” The high value stability of shares in openended real estate funds is supported by the valuation practices of independent appraisers who have to assess the value of every fund
property prior to acquisition and afterwards at least once per quarter.
This practice is aimed at sustainable, achievable yields and a longterm perspective. In light of the continued strong global interest in
real estate investment and the resulting rising purchase prices, property valuations for German open-ended retail real estate funds have
been growing since 2015, and the change-in-value yields along with
them. “However, the increase is growing at a much slower rate than
global price increases in property markets,” confirms a study by Scope
Ratings agency on the conservative valuation practices in the industry.
This valuation discipline – which always keeps in mind the longterm consequences of short-term fluctuations, both upward and downward – has more than proven itself over the last six decades in the
eyes of fund investors, emphasizes Kutscher. “The performance of

Institutional funds on path for growth
Development of the net fund assets of the open-ended real estate
funds for institutional investors and open-ended retail real estate funds
for private investors in euros, billions*
Real estate funds for institutional investors

Retail real estate funds for private investors
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Source: BVI, January 2019

Important asset class
Open-ended retail real estate funds represent around 10 percent of
the fund assets of all German open-ended retail funds
Equity funds
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Successful performance
Open-ended retail real estate funds offered a positive fixed real rate
of interest nearly across the board, values as a percentage
Performance of open-ended retail real estate funds
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open-ended real estate funds has almost always significantly exceeded the inflation rate during this period” (see graphic). Kutscher is
convinced that this performance combined with the comparatively
high level of safety with this investment form is an impressive sign of
strength for the open-ended real estate fund – even more so at the
beginning of its seventh decade of existence.
•
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“Three-year leases can certainly
be acceptable; the location benefits from higher rents when the
letting business picks up.”
Klaus Striebich, independent consultant at
Rare Advise – Retail and Real Estate

T

he huge Art Deco building, a striking pink, located directly
on Alexanderplatz is of course familiar to most Berliners. Alexa, which features 186 shops over 43,000 square metres of
sales space, is also an absolute must for tourists. With some 16 million visitors each year, this shopping and leisure centre – part of the
portfolio of Union Investment’s open-ended real estate fund UniImmo: Deutschland – is one of the most popular shopping malls in
Germany. “The location of the mall right in the city centre and on a
transport hub where trams, the underground and suburban trains
come together guarantees a lot of visitors,” notes Ingmar Behrens,
Director of Public Affairs and Communication for the German Council of Shopping Centers.

Rents down across the board

Retail on the

Move

The retail sector is again in the midst of a profound structural transformation, caused by changes in
shopping habits, the rigid structures of retailers and the boom in e commerce. But the right concepts can put

Photos: Sonae Sierra/ Pedro Becerra, Union Investment, Shutterstock / Richard Peterson, private

The Berlin shopping mall Alexa held a
spectacular event to celebrate its tenth
anniversary and the opening of four new
“shopping worlds” in autumn 2018.

Not all retail properties are as well-positioned as Alexa. “Changes in
customer behaviour and the continued fast growth of online shopping
– along with home delivery, free for most customers – have caused
sellers to stumble and even founder,” says Dieter Bullinger, Managing
Director of the Swiss consultancy Debecon. This has particularly affected retailers, most of which are sticking to old structures and may not
even have an online presence. “Then you have the increasingly intense discounting wars, where turning over more stock ultimately does
not lead to stable or even increasing revenue,” says Bullinger. This makes consumers unwilling to pay full price for anything, he says, putting
heavy pressure on margins. Family-run specialist shops and therefore
the shopping locations of smaller cities and towns are most often impacted by this, says Bullinger. “But sales are also down in the fashion
sector with its clothing and shoe shops, and since these segments were
previously the backbone of many high streets and shopping malls, the
number of vacant shops there is also growing.“
A recent survey of 90 global fashion brands by
Boston Consulting Group, which focuses on strategy,
found that online sales in the textile sector had
grown three times as fast as in brick-and-mortar stores. This has consequences for property
letters. International fashion retailers such as
H&M and Zara are particularly insistent on
signing shorter-term leases, which have already become customary in many countries
(see graphic on page 17). This can also benefit owners, according to Klaus Striebich,
independent consultant at RaRE Advise – Re-

tail and Real Estate. “Three-year leases can certainly be acceptable for
letters, because they offer an opportunity for adapting a location to
current demand more quickly and taking advantage of higher rents
when the letting business picks up.” But the current rise in vacancy
rates indicates that both retail operators and the companies that let
retail space need to take action.
A trend with consequences: retail rents in 2018 were down in at
least two-thirds of the 132 German cities studied by the Comfort consulting firm. “We are obviously in a tenants’ market in which maximum
rents can be charged only when absolutely everything suits the tenants,” says Olaf Petersen, Managing Director of Comfort Management Services, who is responsible for its Research & Consulting unit.
The new background conditions are also affecting the investment market. For example, retail properties accounted for only 16 percent of
total transaction volume in Germany in 2018, down from 18 percent
the previous year. Another warning sign: yields on shopping malls are
up recently, in contrast to the general market trend.

Due regard for the social aspect
Retail operators and the companies that let properties to them have
a lot to do to ensure the success of their investments. “What’s needed is a much more analytical approach that will find out who customers are, what they need and what leisure activities they want,”
says Joachim Will, CEO of Ecostra, a management consultancy in
Wiesbaden. He adds that it will be important to figure out how to
make sure town centres and urban shopping districts remain attractive and how to keep people going there. “A city comes alive only
where people are to be found on the street,” says Will. “It will be
necessary to create destinations, locations so to speak, that will attract people, where they will want to spend time, agree to meet up
with friends, enjoy spending time, stroll around – and incidentally
do some shopping.”
To prove the importance of the “human factor” in
developing sales in the retail sector, Will cites the success of the factory outlet centre (FOC) segment, which
has proven to be completely immune to online competition. Outlet centres charge lower prices for branded
products than normal shops do, so at the pricing level
they are targeting a similar customer segment to some
online sellers. “On the other hand – and this is key –
shopping at an FOC is a social experience,” emphasises Will. “The whole family will go to the FOC at ▶

brick-and-mortar stores – and retail properties – on a solid footing. By Susanne Osadnik and Birgitt Wüst
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“Collecting data about what today’s
customers want and consistently
meeting customers’ needs are the
be-all and end-all for management
of retail properties these days.”

CONCEPTS

Henrike Waldburg, Head of Investment
Management Retail at Union Investment
Real Estate GmbH

attracting customers in droves. “Based on the portfolio as a whole, shopping malls still have very high occupancy rates and offer above-average
yields,” emphasises Henrike Waldburg, who points out that Union Investment has a strong retail portfolio that still enjoys stable earnings
and is experiencing growth in sales and popularity. But given the rapid
transformation of shopping habits and the equally fast pace of changes
in the retail landscape, Waldburg emphasises that “the expense for management and investments has increased considerably.”

Including the neighbourhood

Photos: Thomas Niedermueller/ Breuninger, Galeries Lafayette/ Remy Golinelli,
Westfield (simulation), Union Investment/ Olaf Tamm

Current and future shopping destinations: the Dorotheen Quartier in Stuttgart (left), a pop-up store at Galeries Lafayette (top
right) and the southern Überseequartier, which Unibail-Rodamco-Westfield is developing in Hamburg.

the Brenner Pass in the Alps, for example, when returning from their
summer holiday. And women’s clubs and sports or bowling clubs organise day trips to the FOC in Metzingen. There’s no doubt about it,
FOCs are destinations.”
Proof that a reputation as a destination also means full coffers is
provided by major department stores such as Harrods in London or
Galeries Lafayette in Paris, where affluent buyers queue up to buy from
Louis Vuitton, Gucci and Prada in-store shops. But even destinations
can’t avoid adapting to new trends in the retail world – one reason
why they are turning to concepts such as pop-up stores. A pop-up boutique devoted to the magical world of Harry Potter attracted hordes of
customers to Galeries Lafayette last Christmas.
La Rinascente Group is having three department store legends –
KaDeWe in Berlin, Alsterhaus in Hamburg and Oberpollinger in Munich
– spruced up by star architects like the Dutchman Rem Koolhaas to
ensure they continue to exercise their magnetic attraction on customers. The refurbishments seem to be paying off. As Alsterhaus Managing Director Timo Weber recently reported to Textilwirtschaft, a textile trade publication, sales in the Hamburg flagship store rose by 50
percent after millions were spent on remodelling the ground floor.
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Shopping malls are also upping the ante to ensure a successful future,
knowing that the good old days when the right location was all they
needed for success have long gone by. “Collecting data about what
today’s customers want and consistently meeting customers’ needs
are the be-all and end-all for management of retail properties these
days,” says Henrike Waldburg, Head of Investment Management Retail
at Union Investment Real Estate GmbH. “Today’s customers want a
seamless transition from offline to online and back again. Products are
becoming more personalised and individual. This includes the regular
presentation of new concepts for shopping, catering and experiences
to keep customers from getting bored.”

Active management the be-all and end-all
That’s why Alexa – as part of a major modernisation campaign under
the motto “New Colours of Shopping” – opened four colourful shopping worlds in autumn 2018: Decoration & More, Fashion à la Carte,
Food Court and Sports Zone. The Portuguese retail specialist Sonae Sierra, which operates Alexa in Berlin for Union Investment, is also seeing
to it that a series of attractions – including opportunities to collect autographs from singers and presentations of new music albums – are

The immediate vicinity is increasingly being included in plans to refurbish or build new department stores and shopping malls – a trend that
helps “round out the core business and create destinations,” reports
Werner Studer, Executive Director of the Intercontinental Group of Department Stores, the world’s largest department store association. He
mentions the example of Galeries Lafayette in Paris (also described
above), whose management he says is also interested in positioning
itself as a neighbourhood and travel tourist retailer in appropriate locations or in establishing that business.
Examples of this worldwide trend are also to be found in Germany.
For example, the Breuninger department store group has invested at
least €200 million in Stuttgart to freshen up the Dorotheen Quartier
behind its department store facing the shopping street. In addition to
office spaces and apartments, the ensemble, completed in 2017, features trendy restaurants and well-known branded shops – along with

Leases with large floor space dominate
Retail leases with Union Investment Real Estate GmbH by size class in
square metres*, shown as a percentage

large numbers of visitors. When refurbishing Riem Arcaden in Munich,
Bavaria’s largest new-build urban district, owner Union Investment spent
some €65 million for an 18,500 square metre expansion. Riem Arcaden
now offers over 122,000 square metres of leased space, including 61,000
square metres of retail. The refurbishment project has so far expanded
the space for restaurants and food service and added new tenants offering previously unavailable product lines, according to Ralf Schaffuss,
Head of Asset Management Retail Deutschland at Union Investment
Real Estate GmbH. Apartments featuring breath-taking views are located above the shopping mall, a health clinic is integrated into the urban
district and there a new Motel One was finished in time for EXPO REAL
2018. Once again the expense has been worth it. “Riem Arcaden sees
a good nine million visitors each year, with an average of 26,000 people coming to the mall each day,” says Schaffuss.
Unibail-Rodamco-Westfield is also pursuing ambitious plans for
district developments, such as the one at the southern Überseequartier
in Hamburg. To make retail more attractive, the space originally planned
for offices has been reduced in favour of apartments and the planned
cruise terminal has been better integrated into the urban landscape.
Space to live, work, shop and enjoy is to be created on a total of 419,000
square metres of usable area, a striking ensemble made up of a cruise
terminal, waterfront towers and a new building, at least 70 metres high,
designed by architect Christian de Portzamparc – a new highlight along
the waterfront and no doubt one of the strongest lures for visitors to
the Hanseatic City.
•

Short lease durations are the international norm
Duration of retail leases by country, duration in years
Belgium

Smaller than 50 m²

From 100.01 to 300 m²

16.0

From 300.01 to 500 m²

10

France

4.6

From 50.01 to 100 m²

9*

Germany

1.1

7.8

From 500.01 to 1,000 m²

10*

Italy

5

The Netherlands

5

Austria

5

Poland

12.3

5

Sweden

From 1,000.01 to 5,000 m²

31.0

Larger than 5,000.01 m²

Czech Republic

27.2

0

10

* For properties where retail space exceeds 50 percent
of the total floor space, based on leased floor space,
4,065 leases totalling more than 1,670,554 m²

20
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3**
5

Turkey
40

Source: Union Investment
Real Estate GmbH,
Nov. 30, 2018

5

0

2

* Exceptional right of termination for tenants
every 3 years
** Variable, at least 3 years

4

6

8

10

Source: Union Investment Real Estate
GmbH, Market Estimate: Asset
Management, Nov. 30, 2018
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“Right now, it’s easier
to find tenants than
establish firm construction
costs and deadlines.”

In Germany, demand is high, available space is very low, and the potential for rent
increases is appealing. Due to the favourable conditions, investors and project developers
are once again focusing on the office property sector. By Christine Mattauch

Core business

M

Ralf Fröba, Head of Office
and Investment Markets at
Bulwiengesa

aybe it is the largest construction project in Frankfurt am
Main. “Four” is the name of the new high-rise quarter in
the banking district: four towers, with the tallest one
reaching 228 metres high. Local media are praising the use of geothermal and green electricity, the urbanity and openness of the new quarter.
But for the real estate industry, one message is most relevant of all: half
of the floor space will be available for offices. The market needs that, al-

most as urgently as residential space. The lack of existing office space
has worsened over the last several years. Now high tenant demand is
making the sector interesting for investors who were previously more
reserved because of the oversold market. Moreover, in light of the upcoming Brexit and a potential slowdown in the global economy, aspects
like liquidity and investment safety carry more weight. The number of
properties is also slowly growing: the pipeline is filling up (see graphic).

Demand for office space is growing

Photos: UN Studio (simulation), Bulwiengesa

The Four project is currently
building Germany’s tallest office
buildings in Frankfurt am Main’s
banking district. In addition,
more than 600 residential units,
two hotels, a daycare facility
and a mix of retail, local suppliers and gastronomy are planned in the urban quarter.
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The market is responding to the positive economy in Germany, although
with significant hesitation. “Demand for office space remained in check
for quite a while. After the financial crisis, companies were risk-averse,”
reports Ralf Fröba, Head of Office and Investment Markets at Bulwiengesa, an analyst firm based in Munich. Existing capacities were utilised
as long as possible. The result: new construction volumes saw belowaverage growth. Unattractive inventory was either taken off the market
or repurposed. Munich lost almost one million square metres of office
space.
Finally, after years of upward trends, many companies now want to
expand in style or move into modern offices. “Demand for office space
is extremely high, even in secondary or tertiary cities,” explains Matthias
Leube, CEO of real estate company Colliers International Deutschland.
The growing demand is encountering meagre offerings: in Frankfurt am
Main, only eight percent of office space is not let, and that number is
shrinking. That also has to do with Brexit. “Individual banks are shifting
their staff here so they can continue operations, regardless of what happens at the end of March,” says Felix Schindler, Head of Research at
Warburg-HIH. In Munich, empty office space is already below two percent, and the situation in central locations in Berlin is not much better.
On average, less than four percent of office space is vacant in leading
cities. In 2010, it was still ten percent.
New properties are being developed, but the pre-letting rates are
also high. For example, take the Four project in Frankfurt am Main:
Union Investment acquired one of the towers with 25 storeys and
24,000 square metres for the UniImmo: Deutschland fund during development. During demolition on the construction site, 38 percent of
the project was already pre-let to the international law firm of Baker
McKenzie. The project is not slated for completion until late 2022.

Building sites are becoming scarce
Mixed-use buildings dominate in central locations in particular, because
cities want to revitalise their downtown areas. Very few experts believe that new construction could lead to overcapacities in light of the ▶
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enormous demand. There is very little room for upward manoeuvre
because of limited resources in the construction industry. “Right now
it’s easier to find tenants than establish firm construction costs and
deadlines,” states Fröba, the analyst.
And there simply are not many unused plots of land in most primary and secondary cities, except possibly in the capital. But demand
for space is very high there as well. Accordingly, investors see great
potential for rent increases, especially since German rates for letting
office space are considered low in international comparison. For example, peak rental rates for the year are €390 per square metre in
Berlin versus €810 in Paris; Frankfurt am Main (€480) undercuts London significantly (€1,390). “That’s the story for many investors who
are willing to accept returns of three percent,” says Felix Schindler,
coordinator for office market forecasting at the Society of Property Researchers in Wiesbaden. The forecast, which is compiled from semiannual surveys of 18 research institutes, predicts a slight rise in returns
in 2019 – with the greatest potential in Düsseldorf, Frankfurt am Main
and Berlin.
Helge Scheunemann, Head of Research at JLL, also believes that
returns have stabilised, however: “It’s still expensive.” Since the prospects vary widely depending on micro-location, appointment and feature quality and tenant creditworthiness, investors interested in deals

The DB Tower and DB Brick buildings in Frankfurt’s
European quarter will create a total of 53,700 square
metres of letting space by the end of 2020.

“Central locations benefit
from a tight job market”

The pipeline is filling up
Development of office space completions in seven major German
office centres* from 2013 to 2021 in millions of square metres
Completed

Available

Occupied by tenants

Occupied by owners

2.5

2.27
2.07

2.0

The German office property market is a preferred investment objective of La Française Global Real
Estate Investment Managers. CEO Marc Bertrand still sees a great deal of potential for rent increases

1.68

1.5
1.0

0.92

1.01

1.11
0.87

0.86

0.93

2017

2018

Mr Bertrand, La Française focuses on
internationalisation. Do you want to
expand your involvement in Germany as
well?
That’s a resounding yes – provided we
find properties with acceptable yields. Two
years ago, yields in Germany were higher
than in France. That’s no longer the case.
Generally speaking, however, we see more
potential for rent growth in Germany
because the supply there responds slower
than in France.

0.5
0
2013

2014

2015

2016

2019** 2020** 2021**

* Completions in Berlin, Düsseldorf, Frankfurt am Main, Hamburg, Cologne, Munich and Stuttgart
** Forecast
Source: JLL, January 2019

The same holds true for the government. Warburg-HIH acquired the
newly built DB Brick and DB Tower in Frankfurt’s European quarter for
several pension funds. Deutsche Bahn is leasing the properties for 20
years, and the first employees will move in at the end of 2020. Warburg-HIH wanted to secure an especially attractive development “in
an early project stage.” Aurelis was the seller. Union Investment acquired the Rathaus Mitte building in Berlin from a joint venture. The
federal government is using it as an administrative building. “It was
an extraordinarily good investment opportunity for us as conservative,
long-term-oriented investment managers,” notes Alejandro Obermeyer, Head of Investment Management Europe at Union Investment Real
Estate GmbH. Niche investments like care and nursing properties or
car parks may promise higher yields, but are riskier. “Personally, I feel
alternative investments are not all that simple. People invest in a comparatively small pool, and niches are not as liquid in times of crisis,”
Colliers CEO Leube points out. “That can trigger heavy fluctuations.”

Which cities do you find particularly
appealing?
We like Berlin and Munich because
vacancies are very low, but we also looked
around in secondary cities. Because of
Germany’s federal structure we invest
more in smaller cities than we would in
France, especially if they combine
economic growth with a science and
research profile. We prefer A-locations in
dynamic secondary cities like Leipzig or
Nuremberg compared to B- and C-locations in top cities.

should “take a very close look.” Scheunemann has noticed a growing
need for security among institutional investors. “City centres offer
the best foundation and lowest risk for that, even when a lease agreement expires.” Those who prefer a city address – business-related
service providers, for example – also tend to be stable tenants during
a downswing.
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And co-working? According to Bulwiengesa, the percentage of flexible workspace out of total floorspace turnover in Germany’s big seven
– Berlin, Düsseldorf, Frankfurt am Main, Hamburg, Cologne, Munich
and Stuttgart – grew over the last five years from 0.5 to almost 8 percent, and studies still attest to growing demand. Nevertheless, “Investor behaviour is somewhat reserved here, at least until more empirical
data emerges,” observes Scheunemann. Do companies cancel leases
for comparatively expensive office space first in a crisis? How stable
are the letting situations when competition between providers is growing all the time? And how sustainable are business models where
the yields develop as dramatically as the losses? The segment needs
•
to prove itself first in the eyes of conservative investors.

Photos: Aurelis (simulation), Serge Detalle

Lack of experience

Where did your company acquire a
property most recently?
We were very active in 2017 and
purchased an office property in Hamburg,
one in Stuttgart and Campus 53 in
Frankfurt. We’ve also invested in Berlin.
The office sector was somewhat disappointing for us in 2018 because we didn’t
find any properties that met our requirements. We’re currently in the process of
concluding a transaction in Essen.
However, we were successful with leasing

in 2018. In Berlin, for example, we were
able to re-let 4,000 square metres for
double the price.
How do you assess the long-term
prospects for the office sector?
Germany has traditionally been an
industrial country and will continue to add
services. This is precisely the sector that
generates demand for office space. The
key question is: how much leeway is there
for rent increases?
We feel positive about that. However,
there are significant differences in the
square footage per employee between
cities like London or Paris and Hamburg or
Berlin. That has to do with rent levels.
In other words: when rents go up, there is
above average rationalisation potential in
Germany. We see a forerunner of this
development with co-working. The usage

density in this area is much higher than in
the traditional sector.
What is your strategy?
We follow the tenants in our investment
decisions. In our opinion, demand will
increase in central locations, especially in
quality properties with modern features
and equipment. The German office market
has less inventory to offer in this segment
than Great Britain or France, and needs to
catch up. By contrast, old buildings in
peripheral locations will have an increasingly difficult time. That isn’t exactly a new
development, but the gap is widening, also
because of new ways of working. The more
flexible businesses and their employees
become, the more important it is to be
networked, and a central location
facilitates that. There is yet another point in
favour of central locations: the tight job
market in Germany. Good, centrally located
office properties help companies recruit
young talent.
How heavily will rising interest rates
influence the German market?
The person who can predict that has it
made (laughs). I think that the effect of
growing investor competition will be
balanced out because Germany will
become even more attractive as a safe
investment location in light of increasing
global uncertainty. Thus, we do not assume
that slight increases in interest rates will
negatively impact yield prospects.

Marc Bertrand is CEO at La Française
Global Real Estate Investment Managers.

Christine Mattauch conducted
the interview.
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For years, institutional real estate
purchasers have stuck to the motto:

The effort
T

Illustration: Adrian Bauer

Solid factor on the purchase spectrum
For a long time now, Union Investment has been happy to acquire
smaller properties as well. For example, the Hamburg-based investment
manager acquired an office property in Bad Homburg at the end of
2018 that is fully let to IT service provider Dimension Data. The building was purchased for an institutional fund in this case as well – and
with 6,750 square metres of floor space that was also acquired in the
low double-digit millions of euros price range. The Step 8.3 office building in Stuttgart is a similar size. The six-storey-high, fully let building
completed in 2018 has just about 8,000 square metres of space. The
property was acquired by Union Investment for its Austrian retail real
estate fund, immofonds 1.
These two examples are by no means exceptions, emphasises Martin J. Brühl, Chief Investment Officer and Member of the Management
Board at Union Investment Real Estate GmbH: “We have significantly
expanded our acquisition spectrum in the last three years. In our building inventory in particular, the small-volume market segment is now
a solid factor and will continue to gain in importance – both for our
institutional solutions as well as for our products for private customers.”
After all, 25 of the 36 acquisitions with a total volume of €2.3 billion
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rediscovering the charms of smaller
investments. By Anne Wiktorin

is worth it

he German office investment market was working hard in
2018. Not only did domestic and foreign buyers invest nearly
€30 billion in the segment, they were especially interested in
acquiring large buildings. Analysts with BNP Paribas Real Estate, a real
estate consulting and services firm, counted 65 acquisitions of individual buildings in the three-digit millions of euros range.
But that reflects only one side of the current market activities. Notices of property purchases by institutional investors are piling up on a
scale that was previously seen usually with private buyers or family
offices. For example, in January Deka Investment acquired Forum Krefeld, which was completed at the end of November 2018, for an institutional fund portfolio – a mixed-use property with a manageable
8,000 square metres of space. The price, which was negotiated in secret, is likely in the low two-digit millions of euros range.
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the bigger, the better. Now they are

Knorr, real estate fund analyst at Scope Analysis. Ultimately, the
scope of due diligence and the entire acquisition process for highvolume properties requires scarcely more effort than for smaller
acquisitions. “However, concentration risks increase for the funds
with larger properties,” warns Knorr. Thus, the strategic return to
smaller properties has also come to large retail funds – and is by
no means limited to office buildings. Union Investment recently
acquired a hotel property in the historic city centre of Edinburgh for its UniImmo: Global fund, which is worth €3.5 billion in total. At around €43 million, the purchase price is

comparatively modest in this example as well. And low volumes
are no longer an obstacle for project acquisitions, either: the Hamburg-based company purchased a logistics centre that was still
under construction in Monsheim near Worms in mid-2018 – also
for the UniImmo: Global fund. With 63,000 square metres of floor
space, the price in this case is likely below the €50 million-mark
once again. So there is plenty of room for the small ones, even
in the portfolios of major funds. And Savills Manager Pink is
certain: “The higher cost and effort is likely to be worthwhile
for cashflow investors with a long-term focus.”
•

that Union Investment concluded last year fell below the €50 million
mark. The strategy makes sense – and for many reasons. A good half
of the major deals closed in Germany last year were made with money
from foreign deposit-taking institutions. “Foreign investors were more
often able to prevail in these major deals than the competition from
Germany,” as Matthias Leube, CEO of real estate company Colliers International Deutschland, describes the situation.
That means: international investors were prepared to pay higher
prices than domestic competitors, which sent the peak acquisition
yields for office buildings in major German cities – which were already
at a record low – even further downhill. In an annual comparison, they
declined by 0.1 percentage points to only 3.2 percent, according to
CBRE real estate services.
Domestic investors have been viewing the rising purchase prices
in their own country with scepticism for some time – and are searching
for strategic alternatives or complementary opportunities for their portfolios. Matthias Pink, Research Director at international property consultant Savills in Germany, expressly supports the approach of investors
taking a closer look at smaller properties again. They had slipped into
the background in the past, he says. For example, the percentage of
commercial real estate transactions below €50 million per purchase in
Germany had been steadily declining over the past six years, according
to an analysis by JLL real estate consultants. These purchases contributed only around €5 billion to the total transaction volume of €29.5
billion in Germany in 2018. The average property volume is currently
well above €50 million, mentions Savills researcher Pink, adding: “Investor competition should be the most intense around this value.” For
anyone who wants to avoid that, it might make sense to focus on lower property volumes.

Project acquisition is not an obstacle
However, Pink also mentions the downside of investments with
smaller components: “Building a diversified portfolio takes more
effort,” he says. “The acquisition of higher-volume properties is
generally more efficient for fund management,” confirms Sonja
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“The German residential real
estate market is enjoying a rising
demand for housing.”

Robust

demand

Residential properties hold a special charm for institutional investors: 

they promise a continuous and secure cash flow. But there are other reasons why more and more
investors are moving into this segment. By Christian Hunziker

Photos: Art Invest (simulation), Union Investment

In Vienna’s 3rd district, the Ensemble
development slated for completion by
2020 is beginning to take shape.
Cologne-based Art-Invest Real Estate
acquired 390 of the 800 apartments in
the new complex in 2018.
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Jens Wilhelm, Member of the
Board of Directors at Union Asset
Management Holding AG

R

esidential is most certainly not the first thing property experts
think of when they hear the name Redevco. The investment
company, which belongs to the Cofra group and therefore to
the C&A clothing empire, actually specialises in retail properties. But
Redevco recently began to explore pastures new: at the end of 2018,
the company launched a fund with the intention of investing €500 million in residential real estate in the Netherlands, Germany, Spain and
the United Kingdom. “The key data for the residential real estate mar-

ket is robust,” says Redevco’s CEO Andrew Vaughan, explaining the
thinking behind the new strategy. He therefore believes that it “makes
absolute sense” to get involved in this segment.
Numerous other investors see things the same way. Figures published by property service provider Savills evidence how sought-after
residential property is. According to these figures, apartment buildings
across Europe changed hands for around €20.5 billion, which is 17
percent of the total volume of real estate transactions. Residential property in Germany is particularly popular: according to Savills’ provisional figures, the transaction volume in this segment totalled €15 billion in 2018, which is around 30 percent of the volume of commercial
real estate.

The risk of rental loss is low
Karsten Nemecek, Managing Director responsible for property valuation/transaction advisory services at Savills in Germany, has an explanation for the interest in residential property. “The capital markets have
been highly risk averse since the financial crisis and this makes residential property a favourable option as an asset class. Residential property provides stable income, which is exactly what many investors are
looking for.” This is especially true for Germany, as Konstantin Kortmann, Head of Residential Investment at JLL in Germany, explains. “The
fact that the German housing market is highly regulated has a positive
effect on stability.” Unlike in the United States, for example, tenancy
agreements in Germany usually run for an indefinite period. “Investors,” Kortmann points out, “can therefore expect a stable cash flow.”
That is in the interest of investors who are looking for long-term,
secure income and do not have excessive profit expectations. Union Investment is an investment management company that falls into this
category. In 2017 it launched an open residential property fund for private investors in conjunction with the ZBI Group, a company specialising
in residential real estate. “We see sustainable investment opportunities
for our clients in the area of existing apartments that house broad
swathes of the population, thus satisfying a basic need that never fundamentally changes. Their main feature is that they are not as volatile,”
explains Thomas Wirtz, one of the directors of ZBI Immobilien. The ZBI
Group also has its own in-house team to provide a one-stop service
along the entire value chain, from the initial purchase of a property, its
active management and optimisation through refurbishment and modernisation schemes, for example, through to its possible sale. “In this
way, ZBI has achieved sustainable success over the last 20 years and
that is the basis of its fund concepts,” says Wirtz. UniImmo: Wohnen
ZBI had already invested €1.4 billion and built up a portfolio of 19,600
residential units by November 2018. They have added a special fund ▶
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“The fact that the German housing
market is highly regulated has a
positive effect on stability."
Patrizia Immobilien took advantage
of the favourable market situation
in the Dutch town of Zeist in November 2018, selling a residential
complex (top right) with 479 apartments. One of the properties which
the UniImmo: Wohnen ZBI fund
acquired as part of their portfolio
deals in 2017 and 2018 includes the
late-nineteenth-century apartment
building at Kochstrasse 15 in the
Saxon city of Chemnitz (bottom left)
and the residential and commercial
building at Kesselstrasse 25 in
Hanover (top right).

for institutional investors: ZBI Union Wohnen Plus. Union Investment
has also joined forces with Deutsche Asset One to manage residential
investment vehicles for institutional investors under Service KVG mandates.

Advantage Germany
Union Investment’s two open funds both focus on Germany. “The
German residential real estate market is enjoying a rising demand for
housing, which is the result of a general upward trend in the population figures combined with a growing demand for residential floor
space per capita and an increasing number of households,” says Jens
Wilhelm, member of the Board of Directors at Union Asset Management Holding AG. There is also another advantage: “The housing market in Germany, with its 16 states and numerous attractive locations,
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Photos: Warrink Vincent, Union Investment / Juliane Eirich, Union Investment / Henning Kreft, Fritz Philipp

Konstantin Kortmann,
Head of Residential Investment

is in itself so varied that we are able to achieve a good level of diversification to match the interests of our investors.” Ulrich Jacke, Managing Partner of transaction consultants Dr Lübke & Kelber, endorses
this assessment. According to Jacke, there are a number of “particularly attractive investment locations in addition to the seven major
cities and they can boast a very positive risk-return ratio." Consequently, Union Investment’s funds have been invested not only in
Germany’s top cities but also in smaller towns such as Rendsburg,
Weimar and Oberhausen.
But how can an investor establish which international locations
promise good investment opportunities in the long term? Kate Everett-Allen, a partner at real estate consultants Knight Frank and Head
of International Residential Research, answers from an international
perspective: “Transparent markets with stable political systems, good

transport links and top universities capable of providing talent and
skills for the new technological industries will be the cities to watch.”
She cites Berlin, Amsterdam, Madrid, Dublin and Lisbon as specific
examples.
Nevertheless, investors need to take the conditions in the different
European countries into account. For example, attitudes to owning
property are very different: whereas 78 percent of homes in Spain and
70 percent in Ireland are owner-occupied, that figure is only 45 percent in Germany. However, willingness to rent rather than buy is increasing slightly. “If the gap between house prices and wages widens we
are likely to see more rental demand,” says Knight Frank’s expert Everett-Allen.

Differences from country to country
Tenancy law and market regulation also differ considerably from country to country. For example, social housing companies held a strong
position in the Netherlands housing market for a long time. However,
since 2014 the government has made a concerted effort to attract foreign investors. Frank van Blokland, Director of the Association of Institutional Property Investors in the Netherlands, talks of a “stable investment with a reliable return. And at low risk.”
The Austrian market is even more strictly regulated. For example,
a large part of the housing stock in Vienna is owned by municipal
housing companies and other not-for-profit providers. Nevertheless,
investors are making inroads into Austria's residential property markets, as figures published by the consultancy CBRE evidence. According

Housing investments remain in demand
Development of investment volume for residential properties and
portfolios* in Germany from 2013 to 2018 as well as the number of
units handled
Transaction volume in euros, billions
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to these figures, residential properties in Austria changed hands for
€760 million in the first half of 2018. A high degree of government
intervention is also a dominant feature of Germany’s housing market.
An example of this is the rent control introduced in 2015, which restricts rent increase margins for new tenancy agreements. More and
more local authorities are also making use of their statutory right to
buy property in what are known as protected social environments,
which in effect allows them to steal a march on investors. Konstantin
Kortmann of JLL views this trend with concern: he believes measures
of this kind that are difficult for investors to predict “lead to increasing
legal uncertainty."
Institutional investors usually work with housing specialists to
make sure they take these regional and local specifics into account.
Union Investment’s collaboration with ZBI is an example of this. The
ZBI Group uses its broad-based nationwide network of offices, which
currently spans 17 locations, to underpin its concept of regional diversification. “We benefit every single day from the experience gained
with our portfolio and are able to quickly compare purchase options
not only with the market, but also with our own holdings. That gives
us numerous advantages over the competition,” says Thomas Wirtz of
ZBI.”
Detailed knowledge of the markets is crucial, not least because
prices – just like for other commercial property – have risen markedly.
“It has become hard for funds and other institutional investors in primary cities in Germany to generate the payout yield they need from
cash flow alone,” says JLL’s Konstantin Kortmann. However, the appreciation of the property also has to be factored in – assuming positive
trends continue.
One way to increase yields is to invest in residential niche rental
markets. These include short-term rentals or assisted living. “Housing
complexes for seniors or students,” Hans Vrensen, Head of Research
at investment manager AEW explains “offer an attractive yield premium of 150 basis points over standard residential property portfolios.”
Social trends also reinforce the attractiveness of these types of rental.
“Megatrends such as urbanisation and ageing populations are driving
demand,” Patrizia’s Chief Economist Marcus Cieleback notes.
But even when it comes to conventional forms of housing most
experts agree: residential property in a good location will continue to
be in great demand in the future. “Housing in urban areas is becoming
scarcer,” says Susanne Eickermann-Riepe, Real Estate Leader at audit
firm PwC Deutschland. “And many investors are trying to get a foothold
here, although property of that kind is among the most demanding for
investors in operational terms.” Redevco will no doubt not remain the
latest newcomer in this market segment.
•
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he real estate boom is now in its eighth
investors have little desire to sell, preferring to benefit
year. The central banks’ ultra-lax monetary
longer from the rental income.”
The demand for hotel property is driven not least by
policy is considered to be one of the causes
institutional investors. Real estate funds are among the
of this unusually long real estate cycle. But analysts
most active groups of investors putting money into hoare warning that the tide is about to gradually turn
stered
als were regi
tourist arriv
tels in Germany. Hamburg-based investment manager
because a number of geopolitical risks – such as the
in 2018
by UNWTO
uncertainties associated with Brexit and the trade war
Union Investment has a particularly long history of hobetween the United States and China – are resurfatel investments. Last year alone, it put €280 million
cing with renewed strength. In fact, global economic
into hotel property. Over the last four years, the
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growth has lost momentum somewhat recently. Howcompany’s activities were confined exclusively to buinternatio
30
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ye
e
ever, because there will be scarcely any changes to the
ying; no properties were sold. Investments are made
for th
anticipated
low interest rates in the short to medium term and befor a holding period of at least ten years. The hotels
in Union Investment’s funds now have a total marcause the fundamentals in many sectors of the economy
ket value of €5.2 billion.
are still adequate, no really tangible reasons why the real
estate boom might end are in sight.
Invesco is also very active in the hotel segment. The company maReal estate service providers are especially optimistic about the
nages around 23 hotels with a volume of US$1.4 billion. Hans-Peter
hotel asset class. “There is a demand for hotel investments across the
Hermann, Senior Director of Asset Management Hotels at Invesco Real
board: in the form of new builds, existing buildings or hotels in need
Estate in Munich, believes that despite the great enthusiasm for hotels
of upgrading,” reports Alexander Trobitz, Head of Hotel Services at BNP
there are risks in some markets due to the rapidly growing supply. NeParibas Real Estate. He sees no evidence of any strong preferences in
vertheless, he still sees good opportunities to find deals offering reachoice of location in the major markets. “As a rule, whenever attractisonable yields. The crucial thing here, he thinks, is to have a clear and
ve properties come onto the market, they also find a buyer.” Since the
above all no-compromise investment strategy. He will continue to
investment environment is still conducive, Trobitz expects the market
watch the markets closely, he says, but stresses that he believes the
to remain lively in 2019. Stefan Giesemann, Executive Vice-President
fundamentals for the hotel market are still positive. Andreas Löcher
of JLL Hotels & Hospitality Group, has a similar view of the situation.
takes a similar view of the situation. The hotel expert believes that
He believes that “Hotel investments are a success story second only
those investors who have established strategic partnerships, who unto logistics real estate.”
derstand developments and have a well-founded understanding of
the hospitality industry and its products are well-positioned over the
medium term.
Higher demand, scarce supply
The fact that 2018 did not see record earnings on the hotel investment
market does not contradict this statement. At €3.85 billion, the tranWarning voices
saction volume was about 20 percent below the historical record of
Some real estate experts, however, see the investment boom on the
€4.9 billion in 2016, according to JLL, but that was due to scarce supglobal hotel markets as a warning signal. “Investors do not start to
ply rather than dwindling interest on the part of investors. “It’s the
enter the megahotel business on a major scale until the advanced stasame old story: investors are not able to act unless the right portfolio
ges of a boom cycle,” says Thomas Beyerle, chief researcher with prooffer is available on the market,” says Giesemann. “A hotel property
perty consultants Catella. At the beginning of an investment phase,
with long-term contracts promises a steady return on capital emplomarket participants pounce on office real estate, followed by retail and
yed,” explains Andreas Löcher, Head of Investment Management Hosresidential properties. “Only when these markets have been bled dry
pitality at Union Investment Real Estate GmbH. “That is why many
do specialist properties such as hotels appear on buyers’ radars,” says
Beyerle. But that does not necessarily mean that we are facing the
threat of the real estate markets collapsing any time soon.
The fact that interest rates and yields on government bonds re“There is a demand for
main low would indicate that demand on the real estate markets from
hotel investments across
professional investors will continue to be high. For the hotel asset class
the board: in the form of
this is reinforced by the rapid rise in international tourism figures. For
new builds, existing
example, according to the UN World Tourism Organization’s (UNWTO)
buildings or hotels in need
latest World Tourism Barometer, 1.4 billion tourist arrivals were regisof upgrading.”
tered worldwide in 2018, which is six percent more than in 2017. EuAlexander Trobitz, Head of 
rope accounted for almost half of that number, chalking up 713 ▶
Hotel Services at BNP
Paribas Real Estate

1.4 billion

Hotel properties are currently favoured by investors; product
scarcity is the only thing that might limit transaction volume.
To ensure that acquisitions or development projects in the
popular asset class produce the desired success, a number of
conditions have to be met – especially during a late phase of
the real estate cycle. By Beatrix Boutonnet

Photos: Getty Images / C Squared Studios, Union Investment / Daniel Sumesgutner, BNP Paribas/ Fotostudio T.W. Klein

1.8 billion

Checking in
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The Hilton Hotel Group is
driving forward its worldwide
expansion. Pictured here is the
lobby of the Portland Hilton.
The Group intends to open five
more hotels by the end of this
year in Germany alone.
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Transaction volumes could be higher
When asked why fewer hotels are sold, hotel market experts primarily
cite the low interest in selling; Agreement of those surveyed as a
percentage*

million international arrivals with at least one overnight stay. UNWTO
predicts a rise to 1.8 billion international trips by 2030. JLL is expecting the major European hotel markets such as Berlin, Barcelona, Budapest, Madrid, Milan, Munich, Rome, Vienna and Zurich to see growth
in RevPAR – revenue per available room – over the same period to be
similar to that in the US hotel markets: 2.7 percent per annum on average.
Yet, despite the projected tourism streams, this major pipeline is
debatable. “There will be a short- to medium-term oversupply in individual micro-spots, in primary, secondary and tertiary locations,” says
Heidi Schmidtke, Executive Vice President of the JLL Hotels & Hospitality Group. That will result in consolidation of the respective market
and, above all, it will squeeze out poorly maintained hotels that do
not have a strong brand connection. Combined with an enabling economic environment and a continuing rise in global demand, it should
be possible to absorb the additional supply in the locations in the long
term.

Photos: Union Investment/ Pere Peris, Union Investment/ Mario Drescher

Hotel developments will become more difficult
Daniel Schneider sees the situation through an architect’s eyes. “As
the range of new concepts and brands continues to grow unabated,
it is increasingly important to place the right product at the right place,”
says the founder of Monoplan. This firm of architects, which specialises
in hotels, has converted a former telegraph office in Zurich for the city’s
first Motel One – and done so very successfully: the hotel has seen
above-average occupancy rates since it opened in 2017.
Clemens Engelhardt, lawyer and partner in Trustberg LLP’s Munich
office, has many years of experience as a hotel expert. He advises we
should not use short-term benchmarks to assess whether the market
situation for hotels is currently uncertain, since a hotel investment is
a project that runs for many years. Since rental, lease and hybrid contracts generally run for 20 to 25 years, with options to extend, it is vital that hotel projects work effectively beyond economic cycles. That
means that simply switching to B sites or C locations is definitely not
the solution. Only if the location and hotel concept are a good fit can
investors expect to generate the yield they are looking for.
That is why buying development projects used to be popular. But
here too the challenges are greater than in the past – due to constantly rising construction costs, for example; the shortage of skilled
workers in construction is also making itself felt now, causing delays
and incurring additional costs. A further constraint is the availability of
land for development. “That is why the extended stay and economy
segment is particularly worthwhile for investors because these concepts are resilient in times of economic contraction,” says Markus Lehnert, Vice President of International Hotel Development at Marriott
International. In times when building land is in short supply, it is important to identify the locations of tomorrow and develop them profitably. What would have been an impossible site yesterday can be a
hip and trendy game changer tomorrow.
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Volumes declining, single transactions on the rise
Hotel transaction volumes in Germany* from 2008 to 2018 in euros,
billions
Portfolio transactions

5

* Multiple answers possible
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30%
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4
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Source: Hospitality Inside Investment Barometer, 2018

Concepts: stylish, mixed use and extended stay
More and more brands are crowding the markets, but not every brand
achieves such a sharp definition that sets it apart as Motel One, with
which Dieter Müller has made the budget hotel business investment-worthy. He prioritises central locations, high quality and excellent
value for money. A lot of people in the business have latched onto the
budget trend and many new concepts, such as Selina, will appear over
the next few years. This well-known brand in Latin America targets

combined with multi-brand hotels, have become exciting over the last
few years,” says Eduard Elias, founder of Cycas Capital, Amsterdam.
Mixed-use properties, combining hotel, residential and work space, are
also more in demand than ever.

The hotel industry remains a people business
1.60
0.80

0.95

1.23

0.31

0
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I don’t know

The rooftop bar of the Hotel Barceló Raval
in the old quarter of Barcelona offers a
panoramic view of the Spanish city.

Single transactions

* The Hotels & Hospitality Group at JLL Germany takes into account single transactions
with an investment volume of at least €5 million as well as portfolio transactions with
properties exclusively in Germany. This also includes German hotels that are sold as part
of cross-border portfolio sales
Source: JLL, January 2019

millennials and "digital nomads" and deliberately opts for hotels in
trendy locations in the late phase of their cycle. It offers owners leases
that run for 20 years or more and converts the hotels within three to
six months after contracts are signed. Netherlands-based Cycas Hospitality focuses on double-decker hotels, such as the new Moxy and
the Residence Inn in Amsterdam. “It is not always easy for investors to
find good properties because plots of land are hard to source and construction costs are rising. The advantages of size and rational design,

The quality of the hardware is just one aspect. It is people who are the
life blood of a hotel. Urban hotel design and hospitality in practice have
to work hand in hand for guests to feel happy. But in many cases where new products and hotel locations have become investment-driven
rather than operator-driven, the human factor can quickly become relegated to second place. Anyone who prioritises yield over people will
not enjoy long-term success, especially since digitalisation is driving
forward the consolidation process in the industry even faster. Online
booking sites are now also planning to invest in their own properties.
That shows that the hotel business is still interesting but investors
will have to cope with more variables in the future. Provided there is
no exogenous shock, the current enthusiasm for travel makes a huge
correction to property values in the hotel segment seem unlikely in the
short term. Nevertheless, investors should be prepared for a decline
and keep in mind that “It’s better to prepare than repair.” “Anyone
who has good quality properties in their portfolio and solid, long-standing know-how in the hotel business need not be concerned about the
boom phase coming to an end,” says Andreas Löcher of Union Investment.
•

Its location in Berlin’s western
downtown is one of the Pullman
Berlin Schweizerhof”s winning
features. The hotel’s design incorporates elements that reflect its
direct proximity to Berlin Zoo.
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The Pullman Berlin Schweizerhof Hotel has belonged to Union Investment’s

Pullman Berlin
Schweizerhof
Pullmann Berlin
Pullmann
Berlin
Schweizerhof
Schweizerhof
Budapester Straße

e
erg

Budapester Straße
Budapester Straße

Refurbishment
Investment:
€12 million
Refurbishment
Investition:
EUR
12 Mio.tender: Sundukovy Sisters, Moscow
Winner
of
the
architect
Investition: EUR
12 Mio.

Elefantentor
Elefantentor

Gewinner
der Architektenausschreibung:
Sundukovy
Moskau
Renovation:
entrance, lobby and reception
area,Sisters,
entrance
foyer
Gewinner derMain
Architektenausschreibung:
Sundukovy
Sisters,
Moskau
ballroom,
lounge,
restaurant, bar,
kitchen,
all rooms incl.
bathrooms
Umgestaltung:
Haupteingang,
Lobby
und Rezeption;
Eingang
Umgestaltung: Haupteingang, Lobby und Rezeption; Eingang
Foyer-Ballsaal; Lounge, Restaurant, Bar, Küche; alle Zimmer inkl. Bäder
Foyer-Ballsaal;
Lounge,
Restaurant, Bar, Küche; alle Zimmer inkl. Bäder
Value-add
strategy

N
N
N

Zoological Garden
Zoologischer Garten
Zoologischer Garten

conference hotel operates under the umbrella of the Accor Hotels Group and is

Value-Add-Strategie
Value-Add-Strategie

superbly positioned in Berlin’s hotel market. After 20 years in the portfolio, a refurbishment worth millions highlights
the hotel’s unique character and emphasises creative accents. A glance at the infographic shows how owners and
operators have shaped the Schweizerhof’s development and ensure its success in the up-and-coming City West district.

First Schweizerhof
Erster
Erster Schweizerhof
Schweizerhof
Hotel
Schweizerhof
Hotel
Hotel
Schweizerhof
Schweizerhof

Brand
Branding
Branding

Vertrag

Vertrag
Vertrag

Intercontinental
Hotel
Schweizerhof
InterContinental
InterContinental
Hotel Schweizerhof
Hotel Schweizerhof

435 rooms/suites, 27 conference rooms, restaurant, bars, ballroom,
Hotel
swimming
pool 24 x 10 m27
(status
after secondRestaurant,
hotel expansion)
435 Zimmer/Suiten,
Konferenzräume,
Bars, Festsaal,
business
Hotel435 Zimmer/Suiten, 27 Konferenzräume, Restaurant, Bars, Festsaal,
HotelHallenbad 10 x 24 Meter (Stand nach zwei Hotelerweiterungen)
betrieb
Hallenbad 10 x 24 Meter (Stand nach zwei Hotelerweiterungen)
betrieb
Konsul Hans Holzmüller/German-Swiss company
Klingbeil Group
Owners
Konsul Hans Holzmüller / deutsch-schweizerische Gesellschaft
Klingbeil-Gruppe
EigenKonsul Hans Holzmüller / deutsch-schweizerische Gesellschaft
Klingbeil-Gruppe
Eigentümer
tümer
German-Swiss company
Intercontinental Group
Operators
deutsch-schweizerische Gesellschaft
InterContinental-Gruppe
Betreiber
deutsch-schweizerische Gesellschaft
InterContinental-Gruppe
Betreiber

Contract
type
VertragsVertragsgestaltung
gestaltung
Building
Gebäude
Gebäude
1955
1955
1955

Second Schweizerhof
Zweiter
Zweiter Schweizerhof
Schweizerhof

1960
1960
1960

New construction,
luxury conference
Neubau
Luxus- hotel
Neubau LuxusKonferenzhotel
Konferenzhotel

1965
1965
1965

1970
1970
1970

Hotel
expansion
1. Hotel1. Hotelerweiterung
erweiterung

1975
1975
1975

Dorint
Schweizerhof
Hotel
Hotel
Schweizerhof
Schweizerhof
Dorint Hotel
Schweizerhof,
Berlin
Dr. Ebertz
Dorint
AG, KG
BerDorint AG, Berlin Dr. Ebertz KG
lin Dr. Ebertz KG

Union Investment Real Estate GmbH,
UniImmo:
Europa Real Estate
Union
Investment
Union Investment Real Estate
GmbH, UniImmo: Europa
GmbH, UniImmo: Europa
Dorint AG

Dorint AG
Dorint AG
Lease agreement
Franchise agreement
Lease agreement
20
years + option
10
years
20
years + option
Pachtvertrag
Franchise-Vertrag
Pachtvertrag
Pachtvertrag
Franchise-Vertrag
Pachtvertrag
20 Jahre + Option
10 Jahre
20 Jahre + Option
20 Jahre + Option
10 Jahre
20 Jahre + Option
Hotel
Renovation
Demolition (poor structural condition)
expansion
Renovation
Closure Abriss (schlechte
2.
Hotel1. Renovierung
New construction,
five-star conference hotel
Bausubstanz)
2. Hotel1. Renovierung
Abriss (schlechte Bausubstanz)
erweiterung
2. Renovierung
Schließung
Neubau Fünf-Sterne-Konferenzhotel
erweiterung
2. Renovierung
Schließung
Neubau Fünf-Sterne-Konferenzhotel

1980
1980
1980

1985
1985
1985

1990
1990
1990

1995
1995
1995

2000
2000
2000

2017 IHIF HAMA
Europe
2017
IHIF Award
HAMA
2017
IHIF HAMA
“Value-Add
Europe
Award Strategy”
Europe Award
„Value
Strategy”
2018Add
Gold
Key Award
„Value
Add
Strategy”
“Best
Lobby
2018 Gold Key Upscale”
Award
2018 Gold Key Award
„Best Lobby Upscale“
„Best Lobby
Upscale“
Awards

Standort/Lage
Location
Standort/Lage
Budapester
BudapesterStraße
Strasse25,
25,10787
10787Berlin
Berlin, Germany,
Budapester
Straße
25,
10787
Berlin
gegenüber
des
Zoologischen
Gartens
across fromdes
theZoologischen
Zoological Garden,
gegenüber
Gartens
wenige
Schritte
just a few
stepszum
awayKurfürstendamm
from the Kurfürstendamm
wenige
Schritte
zum
Kurfürstendamm

Usage type, hotel:
active
asset management
Bestandsobjekt:
Bestandsobjekt:
Aktives
Asset
Management
Market
value:
€93.5 million
Aktives Asset
Management
Verkehrswert:
EUR 93,550.5
Mio.
Remaining
useful
Verkehrswert: EURlife:
93,5 Mio.years
Restnutzungsdauer: 50,5 Jahre
Restnutzungsdauer:
50,5 Jahre
Property

Portfolio
Portfolio

Auszeichnungen
Auszeichnungen
Dorint-Sofitel
Schweizerhof
Berlin
Dorint-Sofitel
Dorint-Sofitel
Schweizerhof Berlin
Schweizerhof Berlin

Pullman Berlin
Schweizerhof
Pullman
Berlin
Pullman Berlin
Schweizerhof
Schweizerhof

377 rooms/suites, 956 m² of exhibition space and conference rooms, restaurant, bar,
underground
car park
(status
after refurbishment);
swimming pool
18 x 10 m (since 2008)
377
Zimmer/Suiten,
956
qm Ausstellungsund Konferenzräume,
Restaurants,
377 Zimmer/Suiten, 956 qm Ausstellungs- und Konferenzräume, Restaurants,
Bars, Tiefgarage, Hallenbad 10 x 24 Meter (Stand nach Refurbishment)
Bars, Tiefgarage, Hallenbad 10 x 24 Meter (Stand nach Refurbishment)

Accor Hotels
Accor Hotels
Accor Hotels

Renovation: Swimming pool/spa/
fitness centreHallenbad/Spa/
and rooms
Renovierung
Renovierung Hallenbad/Spa/
Wellness und Zimmer
Wellness und Zimmer

2005
2005
2005

2010
2010
2010

Lease (starting Sep. 1, 2015)
20
years + option
Mietvertrag
(ab 1.9.2015)
Mietvertrag (ab 1.9.2015)
20 Jahre + Option
20 Jahre + Option
Comprehensive
refurbishment
umfangreiches
Refurbishment
umfangreiches Refurbishment

2015
2015
2015

Renovation: Swimming
pool/spa/fitness
centre
Renovierung
HallenRenovierung Hallenbad/Spa/Wellness
bad/Spa/Wellness

2020
2020
2020

2025
2025
2025

Infographic: Lena Teuber; Research/Author: Elke Hildebrandt. Sources: Dietrich von Thadden, January 18, 1999,
first Schweizerhof; AccorHotels, Union Investment Real Estate, December 2018, second Schweizerhof

REFURBISHMENT: the excellent design earned a Gold Key Award in 2018
Sundukovy Sisters, a Russian design duo, received the 2018 Gold Key
Award in the category “Best Lobby Upscale” for its stylish work.
A before-and-after comparison reveals the new interior concept to
be modern, unobtrusive and uniquely individual (photos, lower row).
In addition to embracing Bauhaus style elements, Irina und Olga
Sundukovy were also inspired by the neighbouring zoological garden:
For example, a seven-metre-tall giraffe welcomes guests in the
reception area. The premium hotel’s animal neighbours also make a
clever appearance in the design of the hotel’s own restaurant, BLEND
– berlin kitchen and bar. Warm wood and dark-green tones create a
feel-good atmosphere and shed some of the previously rather cold
practicality (photos, upper row). Length of stay and revenue per guest
have grown since the hotel’s refurbishment.
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Lars Scheidecker has a vision. As head data manager

REAL PEOPLE

and expert on strategy, systems and processes, he is
working with his team to take data management in the
real estate division at Union Investment into a new era
– the age of digital assets. By Elke Hildebrandt (article)

Refining

and Kerstin Müller and Benne Ochs (photos)

D

data

ata management and digitalisation are two sides of a
coveted coin. They can be used to unearth a treasure trove of data on real estate and take full advantage of it.
Union Investment Real Estate recognised this challenge early on and
has had a head data manager since July 2017. He has a doctorate
in industrial engineering, giving him a clear understanding of both
real estate data and digital set screws. “Digitalisation is a concern
for the entire organisation,” says Lars Scheidecker, head of the new
Data Management, Reporting Services and Systems department. His
fellow employees use diverse digital processes, digital products and
digital technologies.
“Without digitalisation, data management is simply unthinkable
these days,” says Scheidecker. His task is to develop a smart system to
organise and refine information about real estate. There’s a good reason for that: “The data relating to our real estate segment is invaluable for us.” As “lord of the data”, Scheidecker cooperates closely with
Thomas Müller, Head of Digitalisation. The intensive exchange between
the two of them is a sensitive interface because “standardising data
is the foundation of digitalisation.”
Scheidecker likes to describe cooperation by the two units this way:
“Those of us in the data management unit are on a huge steamship
and we are the boiler room, so to speak. We make sure the engine
runs properly.” Digitalisation is a speedboat that can swiftly and nimbly rush ahead and test new digital initiatives, he explains. “We then
check to see which concepts can be integrated into existing processes
or new processes that will be created, to ensure that the engine always
runs smoothly.”

Providing a broad perspective
Parallel or stand-alone solutions tend to be a hindrance to data management, according to Scheidecker. This is also symbolised by the reorganisation of his department. “We want to move past the individual interests of the various divisions and transform them into a common
perspective,” says Scheidecker, the proverbial man with a mission.
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“Anyone who wants to access relevant information and data for the
real estate segment with a single click must necessarily have a broad
view of data management.” Union Investment has recognised that it
is extremely important to make the data management running in the
background completely professional so it can optimally support all
operational units by providing the relevant information, says Scheidecker. With his Union Investment colleagues Patrick Hanssmann, in charge of fund support, and digitalisation specialist Thomas Müller, Scheidecker has carried out the necessary analyses and preparations for
greater interlinking of substantive information and data in the future.
The transformation process is now well underway and is projected
to be mostly completed by the end of this year. “There will have to be
a lot of discussion with units that previously worked independently,
but everything is proceeding in a spirit of partnership,” says Scheidecker, describing the process. The 42-year-old benefits from being an
eloquent man of conviction: “We can’t work in an ivory tower and we
have to make sure everyone is on the same page.”

With his fondness for data, strategy
and processes, Lars Scheidecker is
in just the right position at Union
Investment Real Estate GmbH. He
heads the new Data Management,
Reporting Services and Systems unit
and, along with his team, manages
data and systems relevant to real
estate. His holistic approach offers
great advantages for operational
divisions as well as for cooperating
companies and business partners.

Strategic data management
Scheidecker has divided his department, which has 32 full-time and
16 part-time employees, into four teams with four team leaders. The
networking of in-house and outside partners is intensive, because the
teams are oriented to acting as service providers for all operational
divisions. Real Estate Data Management is responsible for entry of all
real estate data for all properties worldwide, as well as for data quality management. Data Management Costs and Budgets controls among
other things a central invoice processing platform that uses artificial
intelligence to make constant improvements to the efficiency of digital
invoice handling. And the Reporting Services group performs all tasks
relevant to real estate reporting.
Scheidecker has given the specialists in “Strategic Data Management” technical responsibility for systems. Individual employees act as
business system owners to support certain applications or systems,
developing them in close cooperation with users and the people ▶
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REAL PEOPLE

Career

Along with his Union
Investment colleagues Patrick
Hanssmann in Hamburg (left),
in charge of fund support,
and Thomas Müller (centre),
Head of Digitalisation, Lars
Scheidecker is developing
cutting-edge standards for
data management (photo at
top). Rolf Kollmannsperger and
Sascha Rebber (each on the
right) are members of Lars
Scheidecker’s team (photos
below).

Lars Scheidecker studied industrial engineering at TU Darmstadt, earning his doc-

tion how much easier it will be to process the
estimated 450,000 to 500,000 new documents
real estate economics from IREBS Internarelated to real estate and the company which
tional Real Estate Business School at the
are produced each year and to make them
University of Regensburg. He began his
available in a structured form.
“We want to open ourselves up to others
career as a senior consultant at Ernst &
and invite them to work with us to establish
Young Real Estate in Eschborn and then
new standards,” emphasises the data manager,
worked in the area of strategic, organisawho actively advocates for cooperation and
tional and process consulting at Deka Imexchanges. In his view, the solution lies in
mobilien in Frankfurt am Main, after which
knowledge shared with other people and comhe returned to Ernst & Young to head its
plexity borne by many shoulders. Scheidecker
is a member of the data management compestrategy and digitalisation unit. In July
tence group at gif, the Society of Property Re2017 Scheidecker moved to Union InvestSetting digital market standards
searchers, Germany. At the same time, he is
ment Real Estate GmbH in Hamburg as a
The new platform, which may become the stanworking with Deka Immobilien and Architrave
department head; he has been responsible
dard for the entire real estate industry, is a
on the Delphi concept, a digital prototype of
for data management, reporting services
Web-based database that works in a similar
Architrave, which will give companies using any
and
systems
since
October
2018.
way to Google. Architrave follows the principplatform a structure for storing and retrieving
les of machine learning. Union Investment has
property related dokuments. Scheidecker is
been working with digital data rooms since 2007, says Scheidecker,
convinced: “It’s our duty as companies in the real estate industry to
promote standardisation. So much the better if that results in a new
but a satisfactory solution specifically for real estate had been lacking.
market standard.”
“We currently have a 13 percent stake in Architrave,” says Scheidecker. “We believe that the use of artificial intelligence offers great
potential for development.” He explains that displaying a property
Completely rethinking solutions and approaches
one-to-one on a platform is the idea of the digital asset and ideally
Union Investment has taken a few cautious steps toward blockchain
contains all the documentation about a plot of land or a building that
technology in the form of an initial pilot project. “You can’t have stars
has ever been entered. This offers enormous potential: “If all the rein your eyes,” says Scheidecker critically, “because when we talk
levant information is available in machine-readable form, the effort
about blockchain we have to completely rethink processes and busiof assembling a data room for real estate transactions can be mininess fields.” A first application for maintaining fire alarms was devemised in the medium term,” promises Scheidecker. This is not to menloped with cooperation partner SAP in July 2018. Scheidecker expresponsible for IT applications. “Each employee
develops a vision for his system along with specific possibilities for future development. That
lets us anticipate the needs of data users and
respond very flexibly,” says Scheidecker. One example of this is the Architrave platform. It launched a new era of digital data and document
management for Union Investment in spring
2018, declares Scheidecker. The reason was the
successful migration of an estimated million documents relating to all 365 properties in the actively managed global real estate portfolio and
of the other property companies.

torate while working; he has a degree in

Maurice Grassau (left), CEO of Architrave in Berlin, and Lars Scheidecker
believe that artificial intelligence offers great potential for development.
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lains that these are assets that received a “digital twin” in the
blockchain and stored valuable information as data records. He says
that blockchain technology greatly improves quality assurance when
maintaining fire alarms.
Scheidecker also has great hopes for sensor technology, which
his colleague Bent Mühlena, Head of Real Estate Project Management, is currently pursuing. Smart meters are being tested as part of
a project with Apleona involving ten German properties with a view
to developing energy monitoring across portfolios. “I expect a lot of
great data to come out of this,” says Scheidecker. He says he can
imagine that one day energy purchasing will be completely transformed by the use of smart meters and energy monitoring, which will
be managed using smart contracts, perhaps administered using blockchain. Whether this will open the door to smart building data is solely a strategic decision for the company, he points out. “We must
define how close we as fund management providers want to get to
properties,” says Scheidecker.
In Scheidecker’s view, data management is also highly influenced
by the human factor. The important thing is to contribute many different talents, skills and abilities as part of a team. “We are trying to

combine diverse disciplines and cultures – from mathematicians to
industrial engineers and data specialists all the way to people with
degrees in business administration or sociology – so we can deliver
automated processes, new systems and smart data.”

Communication and teamplay
A single individual cannot know everything and solutions must be developed together, declares Scheidecker. He strives for excellence and is
very happy to delegate responsibility. As a department head he hopes
for courageous employees while also promoting a positive culture of
error management. Scheidecker, an athlete and a father, seems to have
this in his blood. An enthusiastic skier who has a license to teach skiing, he learned early on to instruct and successfully lead varied groups
of people. But Scheidecker really owes his communication skills to Fasching, the German pre-Lenten carnival celebration, in his hometown
of Wiesbaden. Although he lives in Hamburg, he is still acting president
of the “Erbenheimer Brummer” guild of fools and as chair of the gala
meeting has the honour of standing on the stage of the Kurhaus in
Wiesbaden and bestowing the coveted Fasching award – a medal that,
like a coin, has two sides.
•
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Two

Cultures

D

igital innovators present the challenges and opportunities of
collaboration in the recent proptech start-up study by Union
Investment and the German Tech Entrepreneurship Center
(GTEC). About 100 proptech companies around the world took part in
the survey. Over half cited "slow and cumbersome decision-making
processes" as a major problem when trying to initiate cooperative
partnerships with established companies. And for 68 percent, speeding

Potential for big effects
In which areas do PropTech startups expect big improvements for
the real estate industry due to new technologies? Answers* as a
percentage

A

B

67%

Building performance

64%

Decision making

59%

Profitability

59%
24%

Transaction speed
Customer loyalty

What makes collaborating with established real estate companies
particularly interesting for PropTech startups? Answers* as a
percentage

79%
57%
57%
44%

Real estate portfolios

Knowledge

Business development

43%

Funding

31%

Big data

* Around 100 PropTech companies worldwide were
surveyed; Multiple answers possible
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up their partners’ decision-making processes is high on their wish list
for effective cooperation, followed by a greater appetite for risk on the
part of established companies and more willingness to embrace different collaboration models (60 percent in each case).
Start-ups need to learn that complex decision-making processes and
the openness shown by many real estate players towards entering into
alliances of various forms are not mutually exclusive – in fact, they are two
sides of the same coin,” said Jörn Stobbe, Chief Operating Officer and
managing director at Union Investment Real Estate GmbH. He added that
pilot projects were the most efficient way of getting to know each other.
Overall, the study confirms that proptech startups are very much
interested in cooperative partnerships with the industry, with more
than 70 percent of respondents more or less actively seeking access
to established players. In doing so, they place less emphasis than expected on access to big data, capital or regional markets as their main
drivers for forming alliances. Tapping into the knowledge and expertise of large companies clearly plays a vital role (57 percent), but nearly 80 percent of the respondents indicate that it is large real estate
portfolios, i.e. the assets themselves, that make cooperative partnerships attractive for proptechs (see graphic).
When asked about the most significant impact of new technologies in the real estate sector, the overwhelming majority of proptechs
(67 percent) cite improvements in building performance. Startups are
also confident that technology will have a positive impact on the decision-making processes of real estate companies (64 percent), deliver
higher profitability (59 percent), allow faster transactions (59 percent)
and enable greater customer loyalty (24 percent).
Digital real estate of the future is also the focus of the Proptech
Innovation Award, which has established itself as a successful international network giving young proptech companies access to innovative potential in the real estate industry. For the third time, Union Investment and GTEC are looking for the world's best digital solutions
and concepts for the real estate industry. With prize money of €40,000,
the award will be presented at the Proptech Innovation Summit in Berlin on 16 May.
•

Access to regional market

0 1011010

Study reference:
www.gtec.center/proptechstudysignup

The PropTech study by Union Investment and
GTEC investigates how start-ups and established
businesses can work together better.
By Fabian Hellbusch

Source: The PropTech Study by
Union Investment and German
Tech Entrepreneurship Center (GTEC),
December 2018

Information and pre-registration:
fabian.hellbusch@union-investment.de
PropTech Innovation Award 2019:
www.gtec.center/proptech2019
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GRAI: Europe's retail markets drift further apart

Over

40
billion euros

Most European retail markets are in good

for the first time. In stark contrast to the

shape at the start of 2019. However, retail

robust development of the top five

investors in Europe need to prepare

European markets, the survey shows that

themselves for a growing divide between
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Union Investment's total real
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Index (GRAI) shows, the gap between

market developments in Belgium and
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Henrike Waldburg, Head of Investment
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on the previous year.
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The German retail market remains one of

square metre

the top performers worldwide. Its stable

This is the total commercial
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real estate space that Union

consistently good growth in retail sales.
Germany is also the only country in GRAI’s
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Germany (115 points), the Eastern
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and the Czech Republic (117 points) are
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Portugal also showed a positive develop-

The Rathaus-Galerie shopping mall in
Leverkusen, acquired by Union Investment
in 2017, offers around 38,450 square metres of floor space.
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Interest in data centres is growing – and not just with

Ready for

users, but with investors as well. But it takes expert
knowledge to work with the new asset class – a
prerequisite for good yields. By Petra Nickisch-Kohnke

Photos: Microsoft Natick / Red Box Pictures / Franck Betermine, Shutterstock / kmls

data centers
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Since the summer of 2018, Microsoft has
been testing an underwater data centre
in the Natick project off the coast of
Scotland. Experts from the US-based
company have placed 12 server packs
with 864 servers and 27.6 petabytes of
storage in a 12.2-metre-long cylinder
with a 2.8-metre circumference. The goal
is to save costs and energy on cooling
the servers. The data centre is slated to
remain on the ocean floor for up to five
years.
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“Data centre operators are
loyal tenants.”
Michael Dada, Associate Director Advisory
& Transaction Services at CBRE

T

Facebook’s 27,000 square-metre data centre in Lulea, Sweden
(photos, above and centre) is one of Europe’s largest. The
climate close to the Arctic Circle facilitates cooling and thus
the data centre’s operations. The data centre is considered one
of the most energy efficient in the world.

hey “house” servers, but are not hotels. They offer rooms for
personnel, but are not office properties. Data centres are different. The closest comparison would be a high-bay warehouse,
says Karsten Jungk, Managing Director at real estate consulting firm
Wüest Partner. However, their construction costs are exponentially higher than for a logistics building. “You cannot build a fully equipped
data centre for less than €10,000 per square metre,” says the expert.
“Because of the complex requirements, you have to calculate €100
million or more for a modern data centre.” Investment costs are high,
but can be worth it in Jungk’s opinion. “Data centres are attractive for
investors who are willing to deal with the unique features of this speciality property.”

DE-CIX operates one of the world’s largest internet nodes
measured by data throughput in Frankfurt am Main.
Thomas King, CTO of DE-CIX Management, brings a new
server cabinet online in a data centre in July 2018 (photos,
above and right).
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Nothing works without power
People like to call data centres the backbone, heart or brain of digitalisation. That just shows the central importance of their function
in our digital society and economy – and the need for computing
power, data storage and processing keeps on growing. Big Data, Internet of Things, cloud computing, virtual reality and streaming services are not the only drivers of this development. The messages that
we love to send with our smartphones using a variety of different
communication channels also add to the growth. “After all, the internet doesn’t come out of power outlets,” states Christian Herzog,
Head of IT Infrastructure and Communication Technologies at Bitkom,
Germany’s digital association. “All the broadband cables that we use
end up in a data centre somewhere.” And these data centres differ
in many ways from the usual properties.
The most important – and at the same time most painful – point
is the power supply. It cannot fail for any reason, otherwise data can
be lost. For that reason, there are usually redundancies in the power supply with independent lines running to different power plants.
If there is nevertheless a brief disruption of electricity, a battery-powered independent power supply immediately switches on. Data
centres protect themselves against longer power outages with their
own emergency power supply in the form of at least one large diesel
generator.

A question of safety
Electricity is needed not only for the servers, but also for air conditioning systems to provide sufficient cooling because the processors generate heat. To keep them from overheating, data centres
use a variety of methods such as cold air or water to cool the servers. Microsoft is currently testing a new solution for this with a

small underwater data centre off the coast of Scotland (see photos
on pages 40 and 41). Fire protection and fire alarm systems are
also essential in every data centre. Fires are extinguished there with
special gaseous extinguishing agents because water would cause
extensive damage to the technology – and the power would have
to be shut off first. One very effective method of preventing fire is
to reduce the ambient oxygen levels in the data centre so a fire
cannot start.
Safety is of the utmost importance in every respect. Builders ensure that data centres are built outside of danger zones including air
corridors, chemical facilities, earthquake and flood zones, and they
also equip data centres with surveillance cameras. Security personnel and entry control ensure that sensitive data on the servers is
protected against physical access.

Racks, cages and suites
Data centres that are let by their operators to a variety of customers
– and not used by their owners – are called colocation data centres.
According to Bitkom, they are in vogue. A growing number of businesses are utilising large colocation data centres that offer their buildings as a very professional and comparatively cost-effective option
for housing customer servers and providing connectivity. The Borderstep Institute predicts that colocation data centres will occupy
around 45 percent of total IT space in German data centres by 2020.
One of these colocation suppliers is Frankfurt-based Maincubes,
a Zech Group company, which owns Art-Invest Real Estate, a pioneer
in Germany in offering its customers data centres as institutional investment properties in its portfolio. Maincubes opened its newest
data centre in 2017. It is located in Offenbach and leased from the
investor, Keppel DC REIT from Singapore, in a sale-and-lease-back
process. From the outside: a windowless, green and white cube with
a great deal of technical equipment on the roof. From the inside:
rooms with six-metre-high ceilings and a raised floor for cooling the
server racks. “One quarter of the construction costs went into the
shell, the building. The remaining three quarters were needed for the
technical equipment,” explains Oliver Menzel, CEO of Maincubes.
“At least half of the surfaces had to be used to house the technical
equipment.” As the operator, Maincubes not only provides the space,
it also delivers the security and ensures there is power, cooling and
internet connectivity. The remaining spaces are available to customers, who bring in their own hardware and software and can choose how many racks they need for their IT, or the next larger variation
▶
(cage), or even an entire suite.
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“Data centres are attractive for
investors who are willing to deal
with the unique features of this
speciality property.”

Photos: Shutterstock / Explode, maincubes one GmbH/Ralph Woelpert, e-shelter/ Stefan Müller-Naumann, e-shelter, Wüest Partner

Karsten Jungk, Managing Director at real
estate consulting firm Wüest Partner

The company E-Shelter is also located in Frankfurt am Main. It’s no
coincidence, because the German data centre industry’s facilities and
expertise are concentrated there. Many cables come together there
because the world’s largest Internet node, DE-CIX, is located in Frankfurt am Main. The city joins London, Amsterdam and Paris as Europe’s
leading locations. E-Shelter is one of the largest operators in Europe.
The company, which belongs to Japan’s NTT Group, operates 13 data
centre locations, some of which are still under construction. E-Shelter develops and builds all of the data centres itself.
In the past, the industry sometimes repurposed existing
warehouses. These days, new construction is preferred which is
designed for data centre operations right from the start. “We get
better with every data centre,” says Volker Ludwig, Senior Vice President Sales at E-Shelter. E-Shelter has added further offerings and
functions such as a customer lounge that can host conferences or
presentations with up to 70 attendees. In the Innovation Lab, customers and business partners can network to test their hardware
and software in real-world production environments or to test new
technologies. Ludwig has a positive outlook on the future of large
data centres. “They will be around for a very long time because
they are the foundation of digitalisation. After all, where should
the next movie that everyone wants to see come from? The cloud
is not in the sky.”

Loyal tenants
Michael Dada has also observed the growing professionalism in
the industry. He is the Associate Director Advisory & Transaction
Services at global real estate service provider CBRE and recognises that data centres are an increasingly interesting asset class for
investors. One convincing argument is the longevity of lease periods, which often exceed 20 years. “Data centre operators are loyal tenants,” notes Dada, “because moving a data centre is expensive and difficult.”
Another unique feature is that rent is not usually calculated per
square meter and month, but rather per kilowatt delivered to the
tenant. Electricity is the vital blood flowing through a data centre’s
veins. CBRE has calculated that ten percent of Germany’s energy
consumption is attributed solely to data centres.
Therefore, energy efficiency is a hot topic. Energy prices are
more of a disadvantage when considering Germany as a location, which among other things gives an insight
into the law for expanding renewable energies, the Renewable Energies Act (EEG). “Elec-
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tricity prices in Germany are quite high compared to the rest of Europe due to the EEG reallocation charge and other tax components,”
says Ralph Hintemann, Senior Researcher at the Borderstep Institute. “In other countries, energy prices are two to three times less expensive in some cases.” Long approval processes are also somewhat
of a hindrance in Germany as well.
By contrast, the advantages include a high degree of expertise
among data centre operators and service providers as well as the
areas of data protection and IT security. “A large number of data
centres are currently under construction in Germany,” states Hintemann. “Between 2013 and 2017, investment in the new construction and modernisation of data centres rose in Germany from €750
million to over €1 billion.” With 25 percent of the European data
centre capacity, Germany is considered the largest data centre market in Europe. However, in the past, data centres were more commonly considered investment properties in Asia and the USA. People are talking about Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs), organised
specialist investors with many years of expertise.
In addition to large data centres in cities, there is growing interest in smaller data centres in the countryside. Self-driving cars are
one reason for the growing importance of edge data centres. The
sensors on self-driving cars require low latencies, meaning short reaction times. All the data must be processed quickly and as close as
possible to the place where it is generated.

In the Hessian city of Offenbach near Frankfurt am Main, Maincubes operates the Maincubes Fra01 colocation data
centre (photos, left and above). In this data
centre, there are no walls or pillars to get in
the way of customers’ racks. The use of innovative free cooling technology enables custom
air conditioning for the individual rooms.

Cool climate as a location advantage
For investors, there are a variety of opportunities for investing in a
data centre. They can either invest just in the building or act as the
building operator as well. The potential yields are growing along with
the growing scope of investments that can expand to IT. “Even though
the investment market for data centres is still in its infancy, it is slowly maturing,” says Lydia Brissy, Director European Research with real
estate consultant Savills. “Investments are also moving more in the
direction of sale-and-lease-back options. The yields, which can peak
at 5 to 7 percent, make this appealing compared to other investment
classes.” In Europe, Savills’ data centre investment index from April 2018 highlights the northern countries as particularly interesting locations for large facilities. Norway, Sweden and
Finland hold the first three places. Builders and
operators expect a moderate, cool climate here and
comparatively low energy costs – advantages that
internet giants like Google and Facebook have long
since discovered for themselves.
•

E-Shelter currently operates twelve data centres in Europe, nine of
those in Germany. The unique units designed and built by the company itself, such as the München 1 data centre (photos, left and
above), offer customers lounges for conferences as well as labs for
testing new technologies in addition to digital storage space.
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NEW IN THE UNION INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO

Upcycling – architecture that stacks up
Used shipping containers are popular with architects and interior designers alike. These compact boxes are small in
size but big in impact, making them a global trend. By Elke Hildebrandt

Flexible and modular
Architects Nicholas Lacey & Partners created
Container Cities I and II at London’s Trinity
Buoy Wharf in 2000 and 2002 respectively. The
two prototypes are made of old shipping containers which have been arranged in a flexible,
modular system. Many projects are using this
approach as a blueprint for stylish, high-quality and affordable housing.

Urban, trendy and chic
Boxpark Dubai has been a sought-after location for boutiques, restaurants and entertainment venues since it opened in 2015. Much
like the first box park in London, this Dubai
counterpart is now a vibrant shopping quarter.
Over 200 converted shipping containers provide an alternative shopping experience.

Four-star containers
Disused containers have even been converted into luxurious accommodation at the
four-star Superior Boutique Hotel i31 in Berlin-Mitte. In the “Comfort Container” category, guests can stay in these unique 25
square-metre boxes located on the roof of a
neighbouring building – including a garden
terrace and view over the courtyard.

Hip new home
On an 11,000 square-metre site in Berlin,
housing company Howoge is building a new
student quarter with a difference. EBA
Berlin comprises 369 fully furnished
apartments inspired by the shipping
container aesthetic – and the development
even includes a small number of former
containers.

Upgrading steel boxes

Sustainable format

Old steel containers can be insulated from
the cold and noise using a layer of recyclable material. Containerwerk, a start-up from
Stuttgart, presented these heated, soundproof boxes at Milan Design Week. The idea
won the Green Product Award 2018 in the
architecture category.

Starbucks opened a shop in Taiwan in 2018
consisting of 29 recycled transport containers.
The drive-thru coffee shop in Hualien City was
designed and built by Japanese star architect
Kengo Kuma. In the US, Starbucks has 45 of
these modular and sustainably designed
stores.
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5 Keizers, Amsterdam
The 5 Keizers office property is located in Amsterdam’s historic canal ring, a UNESCO
World Heritage Site. The property comprises five individual buildings with a total rental
space of 15,000 square metres. It was fully modernised between 2014 and 2016 and became part of the UniImmo: Deutschland portfolio.
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Micro-apartment complex, Dresden
In the eastern part of Dresden’s old town, a micro-apartment complex with 170 units is
set for completion by the end of 2019. The development is primarily targeted at
long-distance commuters and project-based employees. Union Investment has acquired
the project for its institutional fund Urban Living Nr. 1.
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Office building, Potsdam

The paper and printing of this
magazine are FSC® certified. The
printers, ptimal media, guarantee
an eco-friendly production chain.

A new addition to DIFA-Fonds Nr. 3, this 7,300-square-metre office property is situated
on the site of a former barracks north of Potsdam Central Station. The building forms a
square around an inner courtyard and will be modernised by the end of 2019. It is on
long-term lease to a municipal enterprise.

+++ The next edition of places & spaces will be available in September 2019 +++
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